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If the vacationers go for golden triangle tour, they are able to visit around world famous monuments,
the Taj Mahal. Apart from the Taj Mahal, there are some other renowned historical monuments that
can be seen around with a great ease because Delhi, Agra and Jaipur are the major cities of the
tour that take you around these three mesmerizing cities by offering a lot of comfort. The
vacationers do not have to change the bus or car if they have keen desire to visit around these
cities. Each city has its individual identification and recognition. So, make haste for switching over to
India where the tourists are able to feel like traveling around the whole world.

Delhi:

The city Delhi is the first destination for the vacationers to go around. Delhi is the capital city of
India. And the city is traditionally gifted with loads of attractions that are Red Fort, Qutub Minar,
India Gate, Jama Masjid, Rajghat, Humayun's Tomb, Lotus Temple and all that. The vacationers
are able to take the view of these fascinating historical monuments with the assistance of golden
triangle tour. Delhi is the fit place for those people, who are willing to do shopping at the reasonable
price by getting the pure and genuine items.

Agra:

The city is called the home of one of the Seven Wonders of the World, the Taj Mahal that can be
visited around when the tourists take the adoption of golden triangle tour packages. The Taj Mahal
is the heart of the city. Without the Taj Mahal, the whole city may look deserted. But it is the beauty
of the Taj Mahal that maintains ands sustains the reputation of the city. There are some other
attractions in the city where the tourists can make their instant approach with no hurdle.  Taj Mahal,
Agra Red Fort, Itmad-Ud-Daullah Tomb, Fatehpur Sikri, Agra Jama Masjid, Buland Darwaza, Panch
Mahal, Dayal Bagh, Ram Bagh, Chini Ka Rauza, Sikandra Akbar's Tomb are the main highlights of
the clean and green city Agra.

Jaipur:

Third destination of the golden triangle tour is Jaipur, the capital city of the largest state Rajasthan.
Jaipur is also called and renowned as pink city because it has numerous multi-colored buildings.
Hawa Mahal, City Palace, Govind Temple, Jal Mahal, Mubarak Palace, Nahargarh fort, Jaigarh fort,
Amber Fort, Kanak Valley and the rest are worth visiting sights for the vacationers, who come to
visit India from all the directions. These beauties charm the tourists, who have taken the service of
the tour. The vacationers are able to enjoy the elephant riding in order to make their access to the
grant forts and gorgeous places. The tourists are able to do the shopping of the different type of
precious ands semi-precious stones from the city Jaipur only.
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Bilal Khaan get all achievable information about a India tour packages and Online Hotels Booking.
We also provide information about online hotel reservation, a golden triangle tour packages and
flights booking in India.
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